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Abstract 

Physics learning is rarely associated with local wisdom, so many people think the local arts have a separate topic 

from scientific study. This research analyzes the equilibrium concepts at Tari Banjarkemuning from Sidoarjo, East 

Java. This qualitative research uses content analysis techniques divided into six steps: unitizing, sampling, coding, 

reducing, inferring, and narrating. The data were collected by observation, documentation, and interviews. The 

research indicates that the equilibrium concept at Tari Banjarkemuning is the condition of equilibrium and the center 

of mass. The equilibrium state is shown in the motion of Embat-Embat and Solah Kembang Turi at the Sagah position 

(the silent moment of the dancers while inclined the bodies sideways and backward). Then, the center of mass is 

shown in the motion of Kejer (the dancers raise one leg) and Kencrongan (the dancers at the Tanjak position open- 

dancers’ legs perpendicularly at the knee). The integration of Tari Banjarkemuning in learning activities is expected 

for students to understand physics concepts easily. At the same time, it can make meaningful physics learning and 

build a better character for students. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Physics is a part of science that examines the macro and the micro natural phenomena with 

their interactions. Physics, as one of the subjects in school, contains various concepts used as a 

basis for a thinking process to create a particular principle and to generalize of students’ 
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understanding [1]. However, previous research showed that students cannot understand the 

physics concept easily since it has abstract content and is not contextual [2–4]. The teachers carry 

out physics learning by separating knowledge from the student’s experiences in their daily life. 

Then, a negative perspective emerged that physics is complex, not exciting, and boring [5]. Also, 

physics learning focuses more on the mathematics aspect and is unintegrated with the local 

culture in each region [6]. Therefore, applying a suitable approach incorporating the local 

culture in physics learning is necessary.  

Ethnoscience is one of the ways that can relate a local culture with scientific knowledge. 

Ethnoscience is the knowledge rooted in local societies' norms and beliefs that influence the 

communities' ability to understand various phenomena [7]. Physics learning through an 

ethnoscience approach is based on local culture and involves extracting the general 

understanding of a specific local culture from students and converting it into scientific 

knowledge [8]. Physics is not about memorizing products such as principles, theories, laws, and 

concepts, but physics is needed for re-examination to create an excellent scientific attitude in 

students [9,10]. Furthermore, education has an essential role in developing good character in 

students. Integrating scientific knowledge in physics learning based on the ethnoscience 

approach can make the student easily understand the physics phenomena that occur in society, 

such as local culture [11,12]. Using a cultural value in learning can help the students increase 

their socio-cultural attitudes in real life [13]. Thus, integrating local matters into the learning 

process can make the students appreciate their local culture more than the foreign one [14]. 

Learning innovation is all about the idea, the change process to create a new paradigm of 

the learning process and solving the problems around the community [15]. Innovation in 

physics learning can be reached by integrating an ethnoscience approach because it comes from 

the local culture around the students related to their daily lives [16]. Physics learning should be 

fun and comfortable for students. In addition, teachers need to raise the topic of local culture or 

local wisdom to make meaningful learning [17]. Offering the local culture, such as a traditional 

dance in physics learning, is a creative idea that can provide information about the marginalized 

local culture and influence the students to understand physics concepts [12,18].  

The globalization era with a fantastic digitalization system is one of the factors that can 

reduce the local tradition in society [19,20]. Since then, the local culture has been marginalized 

because it is not correlated with the development of this era. That problem causes imbalance in 

society, making the cultural values of local cultures abandoned [21]. The paradigm of Arek 

culture in socio-economic and cultural interaction between Surabaya and Sidoarjo influences 

the development of cultural arts in Sidoarjo [22]. In the Sidoarjo region, one of the marginalized 

local culture is Tari Banjarkemuning. Tari Banjarkemuning has a local value that reflects the daily 

life of fishermen’s wives on the coast of Sidoarjo named Banjarkemuning village [23]. Tari 

Banjarkemuning tells about the kindness and strongness of the fishermen’s wives when her 

husband caught a fish in the open sea to meet their daily life. 

Based on previous studies, the physics concept appears in Reog Ponorogo traditional dance 

that contains Newton’s Law [24]. Furthermore, Reog Ponorogo has a physics concept of 

equilibrium when Pembarong bite the mask of Dhadak Merak and their moving attraction [25]. 

However, the studies only focused on the dynamic motion of Reog Ponorogo even though many 

traditional dances from East Java contain physics concepts, such as Tari Banjarkemuning from 

Sidoarjo. Based on the preliminary research, many physics teachers at senior high school in 

Sidoarjo rarely connected the local cultures in their physics classroom because they have never 
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imagined the correlation between local cultures, especially Tari Banjarkemuning. Also, the 

dancing artist admits that no one has ever researched the relationship between the physics 

concept and Tari Banjarkemuning. At the same time, each part of the motion in Tari 

Banjarkemuning has equilibrium concepts that focused on the static motion which has a local 

indigenous value. This research aims to explore and analyze the movement of Tari 

Banjarkemuning that contains equilibrium concepts that can be an innovation of physics learning 

using the ethnoscience approach.  

 

METHOD 

This research is qualitative research with the main topic of Tari Banjarkemuning. This 

research focuses on the main motion at Tari Banjarkemuning, which contains equilibrium 

concepts such as Embat-Embat, Solah Kembang Turi, Kejer, and Kencrongan. The data were 

collected by observation, documentation, and interviews with four informants. The informants 

of this research are a dancing teacher and three dancers. The steps of this research design are 

shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. The steps of research design 

The data analysis of this research used content analysis of six steps: unitizing, sampling, 

coding, reducing, inferring, and narrating [26]. This research used informant triangulation to check 

the validation of the data. Informant triangulation asks the informant of the study about the 

data, so the data is valid [27]. The informant triangulation is integrated with the steps of content 

analysis. 

Unitizing is the step of collecting information about Tari Banjarkemuning, such as texts, 

photos, and videos. The data in this research were collected using observation, semi-structured 

interviews, and documentation. The data obtained through a semi-structured interview was 

voice recorded and transcribed into text conversation type. The guidelines in Table 1 are used 

in this research to transcript the voice record. 
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Table 1. The guidelines for transcript a voice record data 

Initial Name Role Code 

AMSP Researchers Q 

AIR 1st Dancer A1 

DI 2nd Dancer A2 

ARA 3rd Dancer A3 

FCA Dance Teacher A4 

 

Sampling is the step to select the data to make clear boundaries of the discussion about an 

equilibrium concept at Tari Banjarkemuning. The sampling context in this research can also 

integrate with informant triangulation. Coding is the step to give a symbol or create an 

illustration of the selected data. Reducing is the step to reduce the data irrelevant to the topic of 

an equilibrium concept at Tari Banjarkemuning. Inferring is the step to analyze an equilibrium 

concept at Tari Banjarkemuning deeply. Then, narrating is the step to display the findings in a 

descriptive text, making it easier for readers to understand an equilibrium physics concept at 

Tari Banjarkemuning. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The research showed that each central part of Tari Banjarkemuning motion had an 

equilibrium concept, divided into the equilibrium condition and the center of mass. The 

classification of the result of this research shows in Table 2.  

Table 2. The classification results of 

The Motion Variety The Equilibrium Concepts 

Embat-Embat 

1st Condition of Equilibrium 

(∑𝐹 = 0) 

2nd Condition of Equilibrium 

(∑𝜏 = 0) 

Solah Kembang Turi 
1st Condition of Equilibrium 

(∑𝐹 = 0) 

Kejer and Kencrongan Center of Mass (CM) 

 

Embat-Embat  

The first condition of equilibrium (∑𝐹 = 0) was shown at the Sagah position of Mendak. In 

this position, the dancer stopped for a moment, inclined her body to the right side, then pushed 

her buttocks to the left side. The participants’ answers below explained Mendak position through 

a semi-structured interview. 

“… when facing at the front, the body should be Mendak immediately and inclined the 

upper body which called Hoyog at the right side, also the dancers should push her buttocks to 

the left side backward.” (DI, 10 January 2022). 

The explanation of this position was also supported by the two statements below. 

“… Mendak positions like lowering the body, then the upper body is inclined to the right 

side, and the buttocks are pushed to the left side. So, the left thigh was felt more tension.” (ARA, 

12 January 2022). 
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“… as soon as the dancers make position called Mendak with Hoyog to the right side. Hoyog 

is the position in which the dancer inclined her body. Her buttocks are also pushed to the left 

side, so the left thighs support this position. The dancers stay in the static position, which is 

called Sagah.” (FCA, 12 January 2022). 

The statement indicated that the dancer inclined her upper body, and a muscle force caused 

her body to tilt to the right side. Then, the dancers push their buttocks with force to the left to 

keep their balance. The dancers’ weight also balances with the normal force at their feet. The 

illustration of the force system in this position shows in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The illustration of the force system in the Sagah position of Mendak 

The Sagah position of Mendak can strengthen posture supported by the thigh [28]. The Sagah 

position of Mendak is similar to Sagah at Tari Gandrung, with the dancers also facing the body to 

the side and the left hand on the waist, then the right hand bent in front of the body [29]. This 

position contains a concept of the first condition of equilibrium, where the resultant of forces 

acting in the system is zero or ∑𝐹 = 0 [30]. In Figure 2, the Sagah position of Mendak contains 

a force acting at the horizontal axis (x-axis) and the vertical axis (y-axis). Each axis has two forces 

with an opposite direction to keep the balancing body position at the x-axis and at the y-axis.  

∑𝐹𝑥 = 0 

 𝐹𝐴 − 𝐹𝐵 = 0 (1) 

∑𝐹𝑦 = 0 

 𝑁 − 𝑤 = 0 (2) 

Newton’s law provides correlation to the acceleration, speed, time, and position [31]. 

Newton’s first law, or the law of inertia, stated if the object does not have external forces, it will 

keep its condition or move at a constant velocity [32]. The Sagah position of Mendak is static, so 

it is also related to Newton’s first law because the acceleration in this position is equal to zero, 

∑𝐹 = 0.  

The second condition of equilibrium (∑𝜏 = 0) shows at the end of the motion of Embat-

Embat when the dancer makes a rotation motion with constant angular velocity. This motion 

can be seen before the Sagah position of Mendak. This rotational motion is explained in the 
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participants’ statement below. 

“… then, both hands are thrown to the right side, and the left leg should be crossed to the 

right side too. After that, the dancers rotated her body, and both hands make a rotational motion 

while the dancers’ bodies are rotated, which is used as a preparation for Mendak position …” 

(ARA, 12 January 2022). 

The explanation of this motion was also supported by the two statements below. 

“…both hands make a thrown motion to the right side which the rotational focus on the 

elbow, at the same time the body also make a rotational motion into the front side …” (DI, 10 

January 2022). 

“… the hands should be swinging to the right side downward, then rotated her body until 

facing at the front side …” (AIR, 27 December 2021). 

The informants’ information indicated that when the dancers make a rotational motion, it 

has an angular velocity (𝜔) and a moment of inertia (I). The illustration of Embat-Embat motion 

is ilustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. The illustration of a rotational motion at Embat-Embat 

 

The rotational motion at the motion variety of Embat-Embat is analog to the second 

equilibrium condition. The second condition of equilibrium is reached when the result of torque 

acting in the system is zero or known as ∑𝜏 = 0 [33]. The second Newton’s law for rotational 

motion states that the resultant torque is equal to the multiplication result of a moment of inertia 

(I) and the angular acceleration (𝛼) [34]. Both dancers’ hands were folded when the dancer made 

a rotational motion. This motion contains a moment of inertia because the moment of inertia is 

affected by the object’s radius from the rotational axis [35]. The dancers’ folded hand aims to 

make a small radius from the rotational axis that causes a smaller value of the moment of inertia, 

so the dancers’ bodies can make a rotational motion easily [34]. The left foot is a central 

rotational axis, and the right foot should raise slightly to keep the balancing motion. The 

equilibrium condition when the dancers make a rotational motion is one type of dynamic 

equilibrium state [36]. In this motion, to reach a dynamic equilibrium, the angular velocity 

should be constant, which causes the value of angular acceleration is zero.  
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Solah Kembang Turi 

Solah Kembang Turi describes the woman’s personality as the fishermen’s wife, who is firm 

but still shows her elegance and beauty [37]. This motion has the first condition of equilibrium 

(∑𝐹 = 0 ) when the dancers hold the Sampur upward and incline her body backward. The 

Sampur property at the traditional dance is identic to a scarf [38]. This position is explained 

through a semi-structured interview in the statement below. 

“… The dancers are ready to clamp her Sampur with her right hand and her left hand resting 

on her waist. The dancers walk until the formation of the static moment. Her right hand should 

raise the Sampur, and her body should be inclined backward. The position of legs is slightly bent, 

and the right foot was tiptoe in front of the left foot, so the left thigh supports it.“ (AIR, 27 

December 2021). 

The two participants’ statements below supported the explanation of this position. 

“The Sampur was clamped immediately by the right hand, the left hand at the side of the 

waist called Malangkerik. When the dancers stop for a moment, her body is inclined to the 

backside, and she raises the right hand by clamping a Sampur, making the dancer keep this 

position for a moment easier. The right foot should be in front of the thumb of the left side with 

tiptoe slightly.” (DI, 10 January 2022). 

“The motion called Solah Kembang Turi, where the dancers clamp the Sampur by the right 

hand and the other hand at the side of the waist. Then, the dancers make a horizontal side 

formation and Sagah position. This Sagah position is the dancers’ stop position for a moment, 

clamping the Sampur upward and inclining her body backward, called Hoyog. The right foot was 

tiptoe slightly in front of the left side, supporting it by the left foot.” (FCA, 12 January 2022). 

The interview results indicate that the Sagah position of Solah Kembang Turi has a force-

acting system that causes the dancers’ inclined bodies and the dancers to clamp the Sampur 

upward. The dancers’ feet also have a force-acting system of normal force and weight. The 

illustration of the Sagah position of Solah Kembang Turi shows in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The illustration of the force system in the Sagah position of Solah Kembang Turi 

Figure 4 illustrates that the right-hand force has an angle so it can elaborate to the x-axis of 

𝐹𝐵 cos 𝜃 and to the y-axis of 𝐹𝐵 sin 𝜃. The function of the right foot was to tiptoe slightly with 

the right hand clamping the Sampur upward to keep this position balance. Both feet were opened 

and bent slightly, which can make an equilibrium condition because the linear radius of the 

center of gravity from the pedestal point is directly proportional with an inclined direction, and 
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it is the closest to the surface so that it can make an equilibrium condition [39]. The equilibrium 

condition at Solah Kembang Turi is the type of indifferent equilibrium since there is no external 

force to move it in either way [35,40]. The dancers’ bodies and feet consist of a force-acting 

system that can be separated from the component of the x-axis. 

 𝐹𝐴 − 𝐹𝐵 cos 𝜃 = 0 (3) 

And also, of the y-axis. 

 𝑁 + 𝐹 sin 𝜃 − 𝑤 = 0 (4) 

The sum of force acting in each axis component should be zero, so the dancers can keep a 

stable and balancing condition. It means that the first condition of equilibrium is reached in this 

position because the force acting on the x-axis and y-axis is equal to zero (∑𝐹𝑥 = 0 and ∑𝐹𝑦 =

0). 

 

Kejer 

The center of mass is also one of the physics concepts of equilibrium. The variety motion of 

Kejer contains a center of mass when the dancers raise her right leg only. This position is also 

explained in the informants’ statement below. 

“The dancer should have to raise the right leg perpendicularly between her thigh and calf. 

The dancers usually flex their toes while they raise to be balanced. The left leg supports the 

whole body, so it feels tension around the thigh until the calf. It does not wobble easily; the 

dancer should be well prepared before raising her right leg.” (AIR, 27 December 2021).  

The two informants’ information below supported the explanation of this position. 

“The dancer should be able to balance her body supported by her left leg, and the right leg 

was raised with a 90° on the knee. The Nyelekenting position on the toes, known as flexing up 

the toes, is to make a stable condition while the dancers raise her right leg. The right leg is tilted 

at the right side, and the right hand is closest to the knee while Ndoding. The guideline of the 

woman’s traditional dance is when the dancer opens her hand in Ndoding position should be 

450 from the body.” (FCA, 12 January 2022).   

“… Yes, the right leg is raised and makes a 900 shape between the thigh and the calf, so the 

support system is the left leg, especially around the thigh until the calf. Because of the support 

by the left leg, the dancer does not fall easily. Her right hand seems to be pointing slightly down 

towards the knee. To be balanced, the dancers should make a good starting point, so during 1x8 

second, the dancer can keep her stability.” (ARA, 12 January 2022). 

The statement covered that while the dancer raised her right leg, the left leg supported her 

whole body. In physics, the left leg has a center of mass for the entire body. Since the center of 

mass points to the whole body at the left leg, the center of mass axis is located along the left side 

of the body; this position also has a normal force and weight. The illustration of the center of 

mass in this position is shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. The illustration of the center of mass while the dancer raised her right leg 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the position to reach a postural balance for the dancers. Postural balance 

is defined as the body’s ability to maintain the center of mass based on the body’s support limits 

[41]. When the dancers raise their right leg, the left leg is supported by the dancers’ bodies, and 

the axis keeps stable as a center of mass. The center of mass for the whole body is the closest to 

the center of gravity as a dancer’s body weight. To maintain this position, the soles of the feet 

have a normal force that has an opposite direction from the dancers’ body weight. The normal 

force in this condition can be known as a center of pressure in biomechanics. The center of 

pressure is the focus of body pressure when at the stopping position or motion, always in the 

center of the mass area, so the body is stable [42]. Figure 5 also illustrates that the distance 

between the body’s center of mass and the pedestal should be increased [40]. It shows when the 

dancers make a 90° on the knee and between the right and left thighs. Thus, the dancers do not 

wobble easily to the increased supported area in this static position. 

 

Kencrongan 

Kencrongan is another variety motion at Tari Banjarkemuning. In this motion, the sound of 

the Gongseng property is repeated, which shows the power of fishermen’s wives [43]. Kencrongan 

describes the togetherness personality of the native people at Banjarkemuning village [37]. 

Kencrongan contains a center of the mass concept. It shows when the dancer is in the middle 

type of Tanjak position [44]. This position can be explained with the participants’ statements 

obtained through a semi-structured interview below. 

“The first step of this motion is the dancers opening both legs to the side like the Tanjak 

position for men at Remoan. The soles of the feet are also facing to the side. The right leg should 

be used for Gejrug because the Gongseng property is only used on the right leg. The second step 

is the hand’s motion, the right hand is straight at the shoulder level, and the left hand is on the 

waist, then making this motion repeatedly. When making a Gejrug motion, the palm is rotated 

simultaneously while shaking the head to the left and right.” (ARA, 12 January 2022). 

The other participants’ statements below supported the explanation of this motion. “This 

motion of Tanjak seems like for a man. Both legs are opened to the side, followed by the soles of 

the feet. The opened legs are conditional or not only 90° because each dancer has a different 

capability. Then, the dancer makes a rotational motion with her palm hands, and it starts with 

the right hand, which opens until at shoulder level, followed by rotating her head, called Keter, 

which should be done alternately. Keter, at the woman traditional dance of East Java, makes a 

45-degree head rotational motion.” (FCA, 12 January 2022). 
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“Both feet are opened to the side, and do not forget to make a sole of feet facing to the side, 

not forward. The angle of opening both feet depends on the dancer’s ability, but usually, it is 

not perpendicular to the knee. At least it rises slightly. Because the right leg makes a Gejrug 

motion, the weight is most felt on the left leg. Then, one hand is opened to the side at shoulder 

level, and the other is on the waist. The hand that was opened earlier makes a rotating motion 

by the palm of hands, and the head should make a shaking motion based on the beat of the 

music.” (AIR, 27 December 2021). 

The informant’s statement means that when the dancers are doing a Tanjak position, it 

contains a physics concept of center of mass. Figure 6 below illustrates the center of mass of 

Tanjak. 

 

Figure 6. The illustration center of mass in the middle type of the Tanjak position 

The central of mass is represented by the motion of an object at a certain position that 

reached the equilibrium condition [45]. Figure 6 shows that the Tanjak position is similar to the 

position of Kuda-Kuda at Pencak Silat. This position is known as the middle type of Tanjak in the 

traditional dance, adapted from the iconic conventional dance of East Java called Remo. The 

central class of Tanjak was a position in which the dancers opened their legs to the side, forming 

around 90°-120° by the knees. Then the body should be straight, so the center of mass of the 

body is focused on the middle [44]. The knees form the opened legs around 90°-120° to make a 

more stable condition. In addition, to make a more stable condition the soles of the feet should 

face the side. The balance is proportional to the body’s support area, facing the soles of the feet 

to the side, causing the support area of the dancer’s body to be larger than the soles of the feet 

facing forward [40]. In this position, the right leg usually makes a Gejrug motion to sound a 

Gongseng property then the left leg is silent. The Gejrug movement is one of the dancers’ 

strategies to distribute their whole-body weight evenly, so it is not focused on the left thigh. 

According to this research, traditional dance is related to scientific knowledge that is limited 

to four positions in Tari Banjarkemuning. Tari Banjarkemuning contains concepts of the physics of 

equilibrium. The equilibrium concepts not only focus on rigid objects that have an abstract idea 

and are focused on teacher-centered learning but also apply to the local culture so that the 

students can understand a physics concept more effectively and efficiently. Exploring 

traditional knowledge in learning is an effort to introduce the uniqueness of local expertise to 

students [46]. Local culture is a valuable knowledge source for students that can be used to build 

a better civic character [47–49]. Thus, bridging physics knowledge with student experience 

helps them to study in a more meaningful learning. The result of this research is suggested to 

create a teaching material by integrating local indigenous of Tari Banjarkemuning for further 

research.
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CONCLUSION 

The research results explain the concept of equilibrium in Tari Banjarkemuning. The results 

can be used as a reference to apply an ethnoscience approach based on Tari Banjarkemuning 

through the process of physics learning, especially in the equilibrium chapter of the eleventh 

grade. It also can be used to develop a physics teaching material based on the local culture of 

Tari Banjarkemuning. The limitation of this research is focused on the part of motion at Tari 

Banjarkemuning that contains a physics concept of equilibrium. Exploring the other physics 

concepts at Tari Banjarkemuning is suggested for further research. 
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